
Highlight the word people in these sentences.

I saw lots of people wearing costumes.

Are there any more people outside?

People can be mean sometimes.

Trace the word people. 
 

Find and circle the  
word people.

Add the word people to these sentences. 
 

There are so many                           here today.

Most                           think I am really funny.

This is a book for young                          .

Clap the word people.

Finish off the word people.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: people 1

prove
people

people
prove

people

prove
prettypretty

people
peop_ _ _ _ _ple

_ _ _ _ _e p_ _ _ _ _

parents

pretty
people

parents

__ __ __ __ __ __people
people
people

Write the letters from the word people inside the boxes.



Highlight the word money in these sentences.

Do you have any money?

I get pocket money every week.

We are saving our money.

Find and circle the  
word money.

Add the word money to these sentences. 
 

I lost my dinner                           on the way to school.

We save our                           in a bank account.

The thief stole all the                          .

Clap the word money.

Finish off the word money.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: money 2

most
most

money movemoney

move
mostmove

money
mon_ _ _ _ _ey

_ _ _ _y m_ _ _ _

money
move

move
money

Write the letters from the word money inside the boxes.
Trace the word money. 

 money
money
money

__ __ __ __ __
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Highlight the word Mr in these sentences.

Mr James is a farmer who has a  

farm near town.

I often see Mr Smith at the shops.

I enjoy being in Mr Chandra’s class.

Trace the word Mr. 
 

Find and circle the  
word Mr.

Add the word Mr to these sentences. 
 

                           Flat is my new teacher.

We went to                            Kumar’s house at the weekend.

                         Wong is a great painter!

Clap the word Mr.

Finish off the word Mr.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: Mr 3

Mr
many

Mr Mr

most
Mr

movemany

move
M_ _r

_r M_

most
most

Mr most

__ __Mr
Write the letters from the word Mr inside the boxes.

Mr
Mr
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Highlight the word Mrs in these sentences.

Mrs Jones is my teacher. 

I saw Mrs Nowak at the park today.

Mrs Sally makes the best cakes  

I have ever tasted.

Trace the word Mrs. 
 

Find and circle the  
word Mrs.

Add the word Mrs to these sentences. 
 

My mum is called                            Black.

When I get married I will change my name from Miss Heel to                            Sellen. 

                         Patel is our next door neighbour.

Clap the word Mrs.

Finish off the word Mrs.

 
 

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: Mrs 4

move
most

Mrs move 
Mrs

many
movemost

Mrs
Mr_ _rs

_ _s M_ _

Mrs
many

most Mrs

Mrs
Write the letters from the word Mrs inside the boxes.

Mrs
Mrs

__ __ __
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